Hybrid Intelligence Technology for the Investment Consensus
Overview

Cindicator has developed a technological infrastructure that generates an investment consensus by connecting, in one single system of hybrid intelligence of 10,000+ diverse decentralized analysts and an ensemble of machine learning and artificial intelligence models.

This infrastructure is used to create analytical products and services for a generation of smarter trading signals, which supports traders and investors in making robust decisions within highly speculative, uncertain markets such as the crypto financial markets.

How it works

Thousands of analysts within the Cindicator platform generate various forecasts daily, answering a number of specific questions about price levels of different financial assets, macroeconomic indexes, and events significantly influencing the market.

Examples:

- Create a forecast of the minimum and maximum price levels of Bitcoin for the upcoming seven days.
- Will the Tesla stock price surge to $345 during the market hours on Friday?
- Will the U.S. unemployment rate be greater than or equal to 4.5%, according to the June 2 report?
- Will Bancor collect more than $100M during the first week of ICO?
- What is the probability of Trump’s impeachment during the following three months?
Cindiciator works by using a large dataset that is transferred to a mathematical block consisting of a machine learning model ensemble (cleaning, clustering methods, linear regressions, Bayesian models, xgboost on decisive trees, genetic algorithm, and neural networks). Machine learning models dynamically calculate various weights for each of forecaster, identify stable systematics in their errors and calculate the corrections for the errors, eliminate noise, and generate final predictions and trading signals. Final signals are integrated into trading strategies.

Based on processed data and the technological infrastructure, we create various products and services for investment fund managers, traders, and individual investors, such as:

- trading entry and exit signals (for assets such as BTC, ETH, S&P 500 futures, AAPL, TSLA, EUR/USD and other highly liquid cryptocurrencies, stocks, futures, ETFs, and currencies);
- forecasters’ trust indexes for the upcoming ICOs and IPOs;
- short-, mid-, and long-term support and resistance levels for cryptocurrencies, stocks, futures, and other financial instruments;
- altcoins ratings on the expected growth/fall of its market price;
- trading scripts, bots, and services for algorithmic trading;
- exclusive access to super forecasters’ predictions;
- opportunity to ask individual questions in the system and take part in the selection of assets to receive signals and data from them;
- crypto-ETF, in which the assets/components are selected for the weight of the hybrid intelligence;
- analytical infrastructure to create an algorithmic investment fund, based on the hybrid intelligence technology;
- provision of the technical infrastructure to enable the creation of algorithmic investment funds, which require necessary services, such as the security of safe capital storage, an investor’s account for monitoring and managing its own assets, a system for automation of fund performance reporting, monitoring of tech sustainability of exchanges, a GUI for trading, a smart contract for independent reporting, transaction clustering for commission minimizing, a fund administration system, trading, and arbitrage robots.
Token Generation Event

When Cindicator conducts our planned TGE, we plan on offering traders and investors access to the products and services being developed, including access to data and the technical infrastructure, which enables hybrid intelligence systems’ development.

Each CND token holder will have different levels of access to signals, Cindicator services, and analytical products. The level of access and set of available products will depend on the number of tokens each holder has.

CND tokens will be traded on the most liquid exchanges, which gives everyone the opportunity to purchase or liquidate CND tokens whenever they so desire.

During the TGE, 100% of all tokens that are created will be issued. Any funds raised will be allocated into two distinct parts:

1. Funds allocated to part one will be used to continue the scientific validation of the technology, issuing and promotion of new products, and continued development of the hybrid intelligence platform as well as encouraging growth of the overall adoption rate of users and forecasters using the platform.

2. Funds allocated to part two will be used for the validation of technology, forecasters’ rewards, and the buyback of CND tokens. This part of capital would be managed using trading strategies of hybrid intelligence technology. Results of transparent trading would be reported in the public space. It is expected to cause a growth in trust regarding the technology and, as a result, growth in demand for Cindicator products on the market for investors and traders.

All funds allocated to the part two can be broken down into the following three parts:
1. Short- and mid-term crypto trading based on Cindicator predictive technology and signals from a consensus of hybrid intelligence;

2. Long-term hedge buy and hold signals to develop a portfolio of crypto-instruments (a proportion of different instruments within the portfolio is determined by our proprietary hybrid intelligence platform);

3. Short- and mid-term traditional market trading (stocks, futures, and currencies) based on data and signals received from the Cindicator consensus of hybrid intelligence.

For each reporting period, we will summarize all performance metrics and break them down into four parts (in case of a positive performance):

1. X% - We’ll be carrying out a guaranteed redemption of tokens at the market price, set by token holders on the biggest exchanges;

2. Y% - This percentage will be left in the hybrid intelligence portfolio, increasing its size for the next reporting period;

3. Z% - This percentage will be shared between analysts/forecasters, forming a consensus due to the rating and their contribution to a positive portfolio result;

4. C% - Performance fee for the Cindicator team.

The percentage of X/Y/Z will be determined by the consensus through the voting of all CND token holders.

The final goal for the company is the creation of a complete infrastructure to launch an investment fund with access to Cindicator technology. The fund will pay a performance fee to holders of Cindicator hybrid technology (CND token holders).
Contacts

If you have any questions about our technology or the company or have an interest in participating in the TGE, please email us at mike@cindicator.com.